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EASTERN PLAYERS
Mourns Death of
Mrs. Berta Nelson

NORMAL CLASS
OFFERS FINE COURSE
OF MAGIC ENGAGEMENTS
IN TOWN AND COUNTRY

GORDON WITHDRAWS
FROM DELEGATE RACE

REPORT SHOWS
COUNTY EXPENSE.

POW

FIRE PROTECTION!

We have Safe Deposit Boxes for rent in our main Fire Proof Trunk for $1.00 per year.

If you keep your papers in a safe place, not only from fire, but also from theft.

The National Bank of Manassas

CONNER'S MARKET
Fresh Meats and Groceries
Fish and Oysters

CASH OR 30 DAYS—Owing to the long standing and excellent house and good character.

THE LAST STREETS

It is not infrequent that a 'short horse' comes in the last streets when horses are broken.

PARAPHRASE

Want what?

A want or a want list appears in print.

Electable and non-electable together.

The value of Washington has been too well established.

We handle Salt in bulk lots, to suit everyone.

We manufacture the Best Meal. Our customers say it is cheap.

C. M. Larkin & Co.

Manassas, Virginia.
The Master Bank

STRENGTH = Financial Stability

All bankers know that the depository should know that the assurance of deposits is
the sine of its Capital or Surplus, but often the charac-
ter and skill of the Manager and Deposit.

Our capital paid in
Surplus and undervalued
$30,000

Deposits
$200,000

Total
$230,000

Austere safety for your money 5¢ per cent interest paid in 12 months. Many have lost at all times.

*To those wishing desirable banking relations, we offer our services at all times to your command, conservative and accommodation banking, promising attention and careful attention to all

The Peoples National Bank
OF MANASSAS, VA.

Orchard Spraying

What do you know about apple fruit trees? We have a nice little article on this subject and you may have a copy if you are interested. It is about time to be looking out the Lime-Sulfur Spray for Sprays.

PRINCE WILLIAM PHARMACY
MANASSAS, VA.

Farms of All Sizes and Prices

SEE THE Mutual Real Estate Co.

2402 Main St., Washington, D. C.

Inquire of the management. We are on display at the corner of Main and M St., Washington, D. C.

WHEN YOU NEED FLOORCOVERINGS

It will pay you to visit WILLIAM J. GIDDINGS
NEW STORE, 418 11th St., WASHINGTON, D. C.

High-Grade Carpets and Rugs at Lowest Prices

This new store of Floorcoverings is composed of the latest and most beautiful materials. Though a small advantage they are invaluable at prices which are lower than ever before. The line includes a complete line of Marbling and Lino.

William J. Giddings
New Store, 418 11th St., WASHINGTON, D. C.
REAL ESTATE
TOWN AND FARM PROPERTY
Parties having Real Estate for sale do well to List it with us at
S. W. FITZPATRICK & CO.
Telephone
Norfolk, Virginia

BLACK BEAUTIES
A group of three-year-old black imported Persians at Birmingham Stock Farm, valued at $3,000 each. They were brought from France by Mr. Bullock, proprietor of the farm, for his August importation.

Come to Eastern College
MANASSAS, VIRGINIA
for work in the Standard Courses of the college proper, the Academ, the Schools of Music, Art, Expression, and Compositions.

PROF. H. C. HOBBIT
The top source of supply of college

Offers extra instruction in Bookkeeping, Banking, Higher Accounting, Drawing, Conducting, Advertising, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typography, Typi
BLACK BEAUTIES

A group of three-year-old Black poppy-tailed Percherons at Brimington Stock Farm, valued at $8,000 each. They were brought from France by Mr. Bullock, proprietor of the farm, in his August importation.

HOW BESIESS

RANG CHIMES.

THEY SCRUB EACH OTHER.

AN AMBITIOUS

YEAST PLANT.

WHEN YOU SLIP INTO THE COAT

...soft fullness of your apparel...perfect fitting at every angle.

When you look in the mirror you know your apparel is as well
groomed as your feeling is content.

A wide range of prices...

$18 to $60

My Sir coat is guaranteed pure wool as well and the same care. I handle nothing but pure wool goods.

Comes to Eastern College

MANASSAS, VIRGINIA

for work in the Standard Courses of the College proper, the Acad-
emy, the Schools of Music, Art, Expression and Commerce.

PROF. H. C. HOBART

The new Director of Music of the College.

Other expert instructors in Bookkeeping, Banking, Higher Accounting, Secre-
taryship, Correspondence, Criminal Law, Law of Evidence, and English.

The College is thoroughly equipped in every respect. For full information, in-
quire :

EASTERN COLLEGE, MANASSAS, VA.

REAL ESTATE

TOWN AND FARM PROPERTY

Parties having Real Estate for Sale will be glad to list with us.

S. W. FITZWATER & CO.

Nashville, Virginia.

Get the habit of paying your

Bread and Cakes at

Chas. E. Fisher

DEALER IN

GROCERIES

Food and Provision.

Instead of doing your own baking.

You will find it

just as good - just as cheap

and so much less trouble.

GROCERIES OF ALL KINDS

Cheaper than any store in the county.

Fresh, Fast Service.

Home Cured Hams and Shoulders.

RIGOROUS CAR PRICE

For Eggs and Chickens

I have a horse and wagon and

can deliver all goods.

S. C. CARTER

Bakery

A FULL LINE OF

Sporting Goods

RISHING TACKLE

BASE BALL

RIFLES, GUNS AND

AMMUNITION.

H. D. WENRICH

Your Patronage

B. C. KIRKLAND

I have in stock of this name. You can

Groceries, Dry Goods

Shoes and

Furnishings.

W. L. SMITH

ROOFING A SPECIALITY

We Guaranteed

W. D. GREEN

ANCHORITE, VA.

When in need of anything in

Our supplies are on hand.

W. D. GREEN

ANCHORITE, VA.

FOR THE BEST RESULTS

ADVERTISE IN

The Democrat

Largest Circulation in Point

Williams County.
Marching to Glory

By A. Mitchell

Copyright by the Union Lumber Journal.

The awful alarm has just recently been sounded.

Fire Insurance!

You Can Pay
1½c a Day

BENNETT & BLUME

Wood and Coal

For the House

for the Factory

Compliments of White Ash

Order a Trial Box

Appliances for Stove and Range

The Latest Prices of the Year in Effect Now

Beachley’s

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER

The Standard Visible Typewriter

The Steadfast Home House Brand

The Normal

Buggies Painted for

J. E. BEALE

$5.00

Haymarket, Va.

Nest Satisfactory Work

Second Hand Buggies and Wagons

General Merchandise

Boots, Shoes, Clothing

Wheatfield and General Repair

and Furnishings at the

Offer Satisfactory Terms

THE BALTIMORE NEWS

Daily and Sunday

14c a line, independent news

first appearance every day (daily and Sunday).

Woven thorough the State and country.

15c a week for the

Every newspaper in the

state buys our adv.

Buy it from your

newsdealer.

The complete file of

The Baltimore News.
The Master Bank

STRENGTH—Financial Strength

All bankers know that the depositors should know that the success of a bank is due either to the plan of its Capital or Surplus, but upon the character and amount of its Loans in proportion to its Capital. The Master Bank, in common with other banks, is conducted on sound and safe principles. Its surplus makes it strong and its capital makes it safe. Its policies are all of the highest character, and its reserve is ample to meet any emergency that may arise.

Our capital paid in $30,000
Surplus and undivided profits $15,000
Total $45,000

The Peoples National Bank

MANASSAS, VA.

SEEDS

We carry a full line of both Ferry's and Crummer's Garden Seeds in packages. Both kinds have been thoroughly tested during many years past and proved to be always reliable...

PRINCE WILLIAM PHARMACY

MANASSAS, VA.

Prescriptions? That's our business.

Farms of All Sizes and Prices

SEE THE MANUAL Real Estate paper, over the best and most selected locations for the best prices. Refer to it in every case.

Shoes of all kinds, including Men's low Shoes, Ladies' and Misses' Oxfords, etc., Men's Hats, Groceries of nearly every description, all to go FOR AND BELOW COST. These goods MUST GO, and it's a chance of a lifetime to pick of many bargains...

R. W. BUCKLEY, Receiver

For Waters, Wright & Hickey

Listen!

The entire stock of goods valued at $7,500, in the Livestock building, consisting of Dry Goods, Nets, etc., will sell at very low prices.

The best and most selected locations for the best prices. Refer to it in every case.

Shoes of all kinds, including Men's low Shoes, Ladies' and Misses' Oxfords, etc., Men's Hats, Groceries of nearly every description, all to go FOR AND BELOW COST. These goods MUST GO, and it's a chance of a lifetime to pick of many bargains...

R. W. BUCKLEY, Receiver

For Waters, Wright & Hickey

for Waters and Wright & Hickey

The Peewee's

MANASSAS, VA.
The Right Combination

Every manufacturer of shoes knows that the general public is so particular now about the style a person is wearing that he cares to in producing a shoe to suit the need. He can be made most comfortable, or he can be turned into something new and costly, but it will never wear out. He also knows that a nicely balanced combination of these three shoe virtues is about the hardest problem in shoe making.

The Southern Girl

$2.00. Shoe—$2.50

over the reputation and by many friends to the fine sense of proportion of style. H. S. Stoughton, president, and the directors.

You never see a better style—a classics, snappy shoe. There is more greater comfort than The Southern Girl will give. Once you wear a pair you'll say you never got better value in wearing—puts out of your shoes.

CRADDICK-TERRY CO.

Lyons Church, Va.

The Birmingham Stock Farm

W. B. Bullock, Proprietor

Importer and Breeder of Percheron, Belgian, Shire, Coach and Harness Stallions

GREAT MAIL COURSES

One to Four Courses. It is C. E. E. REQUESTED for you to come here.

STUDY AT HOME

The School of Commerce of Eastern College. Offers all the courses Instruction in Book-keeping, Commercial Arithmetic, Accounting, Business Greek, French, and English. Teach and Teach Business English, French, Greek and Latin. Also本报记者 for courses in the various languages.

Eastern College School of Commerce, Manassas, Va.

NOTICE

I am prepared to print Table Meal, Graham Flour and Food and all the various forms of Flour and Mill needs. I can make north-west of Manassas on Saturdays. Will also make Cider on suffe day.

J. E. BRADFORD

GLENARA MILLS

Marshall, Virginia

Manufacturer of the

Finest Flour on the Market

If you want satisfaction by the following terms.

SILVER STAR" Fancy Patent
"GOLDEN SHEAF" Fancy Flour
We also manufacturer Bread, Muffins, Pastry and Food VERY BEST AND RETAIL

R. E. BULL, PROP.
INDUSTRIAL EDITION

The latest industrial news ever published in this section of Virginia will be issued by The Daily News. The latest industrial news is毫 less than twenty-four hours old and will be devoted to the news of our states and industries of Prince William County, in new and imaginative illustrations, to a comprehensive review of the activities of our educational and religious institutions, our commercial establishments, and our agricultural and industrial interests. The Industrial Edition will be thoroughly covered by experts, and their presentations of the advantages of Manassas and Prince William County will be equally engaging and interesting. The Industrial Edition, a unique publication, is a reflection of what capital will work towards the future. It will attract hometown entrepreneurs. More than four thousand copies will be issued and distributed widely in localities where they may be expected to land soon. The practical, cost-conscious, and well-informed reader will find in this monthly edition an attractive feature of this Industrial Edition.

PARAGRAPHS

IT was fine snow after all. It required so that you can vote.

HEAVEN and hell are not of one's own making. A woman loves to forgive a man she loves.

Rasputin the joker is a success, and after a jack.

Don't let the alms before the fifth breakfast.

Mugros streets have brought out all the "spellers."

CONTRIBUTE toward the new telephone switchboard.

The political bare factually "confounded" to mention.

Our agent is enough for the average campaign sign.

That ring will be wringing wet after its immersion in Salt River.

Tennyson is always another spelling for the fellow who really wants.

A自分で the imagination boasts awfully when it escapes back.

Some of the entries in the political race will never pass the judges' stand.

BLINDNESS may be greater, but under some conditions it is better to be poor.

The next meeting of the Farmers Institute promises to be of annual interest.

Vatican is a bare chance that some politicians will not be able to cover their trickery.

Confessions—so hope is largely a matter of perspective, even if you are in the right.

FAVORITES in executive and public trust, >read: a public servant; ownership of that quality.

That politician who encourages young people to make love in church has an eye for business.

ROOSEVELT might turn in the way to the newspapers and save the expense of a poor trip.

It may be that his politicians do not altogether believe that Congressional proceeding against Ballinger.

It is hoped that the next will err a large degree enough to be comfortable from recommissioning the diamond.

GOVERNMENT experts pronounce mussel a great food resource.

Brooke and mussel form the best combination.

Dunbar's college should be maintained.

Access to reports industrializes are appearing early on the Wyoming plains. They must have charged the head out there.

Speaking of political booms, there is a great deal of difference between snow and oysters. One soaks in while the other "spoils off."

WITHOUT a summer bachelor will pay the proposed annual tax of $6 for the support of the public schools for years and years.

"Gravin. Peace-peace uttered truth in a room music when he said." "We shall live, if we face ourselves from the gauging of blind devotion to things that have gone by."

The people are saying a great deal about women joining in a movement to-day.

The people are saying it has helped them keep the wolf from the door and probably always will. It will be one of the most important events to occur in the history of the country. People are saying that this movement is the answer to the question of whether women are content with their lot. They have been helped to keep the wolf from the door and probably always will.

Too many adjustments of the Congress must have been easier for Uncle Sam. The Congressional Record, etc., have been adjusted to the demands for less and stepped up services cost the Government just 64 cents.

The stormy scenes marking the adjustment of the Congress, however, have been more than a credit to the Congress. The killing of the tariff bill board was a bitter disappointment to the President.

An extraordinary session of the Congress has been held for April.

There is no doubt that the great military and naval demonstration involving twenty thousand troops and forty armed cruisers will be the most impressive gathering of arms in the history of the world. The military revolution has reached a stage, it appears, where American interests in Mexico need protection. Large through concession from the two great nations have more than $500,000,000 invested in Mexico.

The National Bank of MANASSAS

CONNER'S MARKET

Frost Meats and Groceries

Fish and Oysters

CASH OR 30 DAYS—Owing to the long standing credit I have been doing I am compelled to cut my credit to 30 days and sell goods Cash for.

We handle the best feed, the best flour, and sell at the lowest prices.

OUR MARVEL FLOUR has no superior.

Our STELLING STOCK FEED, composed of corn, oats, barley and cotton seed meal, has always given satisfaction.

The value of SUCRENE has been too well established by dealersmen to need further recommendation. We handle SALT in carted lots, in suit to suit everyone.

We manufacture the best Meal. Our customers say there is none better.

We can furnish you the best Corn at 27 cents per bushel.

We have stock in No. 2 White Clipped Oats, the finest that grows.

We also carry Chief-Meat Brown, Middlings, Best Pulp, Cotton Seed Meal, Buffalo Ojib Black Meal, Aide Grasses, and everything to be found in a first-class Feed Store.

We invite you to examine our stock and let us give you our best prices.

We promise satisfaction to all.

LARKIN'S

The Virginia Publishing Company

Manassas, Virginia

INDUSTRIAL EDITION

The latest industrial news ever published in this section of Virginia will be issued by The Daily News. The latest industrial news is less than twenty-four hours old and will be devoted to the news of our states and industries of Prince William County, in new and imaginative illustrations, to a comprehensive review of the activities of our educational and religious institutions, our commercial establishments, and our agricultural and industrial interests. The Industrial Edition will be thoroughly covered by experts, and their presentations of the advantages of Manassas and Prince William County will be equally engaging and interesting. The Industrial Edition, a unique publication, is a reflection of what capital will work towards the future. It will attract hometown entrepreneurs. More than four thousand copies will be issued and distributed widely in localities where they may be expected to land soon. The practical, cost-conscious, and well-informed reader will find in this monthly edition an attractive feature of this Industrial Edition.

PARAGRAPHS

IT was fine snow after all. It required so that you can vote.

HEAVEN and hell are not of one's own making. A woman loves to forgive a man she loves.

Rasputin the joker is a success, and after a jack.

Don't let the alms before the fifth breakfast.

Mugros streets have brought out all the "spellers."

CONTRIBUTE toward the new telephone switchboard.

The political bare factually "confounded" to mention.

Our agent is enough for the average campaign sign.

That ring will be wringing wet after its immersion in Salt River.

Tennyson is always another spelling for the fellow who really wants.

A自分で the imagination boasts awfully when it escapes back.

Some of the entries in the political race will never pass the judges' stand.

BLINDNESS may be greater, but under some conditions it is better to be poor.

The next meeting of the Farmers Institute promises to be of annual interest.

Vatican is a bare chance that some politicians will not be able to cover their trickery.

Confessions—so hope is largely a matter of perspective, even if you are in the right.

FAVORITES in executive and public trust, >read: a public servant; ownership of that quality.

That politician who encourages young people to make love in church has an eye for business.

ROOSEVELT might turn in the way to the newspapers and save the expense of a poor trip.

It may be that his politicians do not altogether believe that Congressional proceeding against Ballinger.

It is hoped that the next will err a large degree enough to be comfortable from recommissioning the diamond.

GOVERNMENT experts pronounce mussel a great food resource.

Brooke and mussel form the best combination.

Dunbar's college should be maintained.

Access to reports industrializes are appearing early on the Wyoming plains. They must have charged the head out there.

Speaking of political booms, there is a great deal of difference between snow and oysters. One soaks in while the other "spoils off."

WITHOUT a summer bachelor will pay the proposed annual tax of $6 for the support of the public schools for years and years.

"Gravin. Peace-peace uttered truth in a room music when he said." "We shall live, if we face ourselves from the gauging of blind devotion to things that have gone by."

The people are saying a great deal about women joining in a movement to-day.

The people are saying it has helped them keep the wolf from the door and probably always will. It will be one of the most important events to occur in the history of the country. People are saying that this movement is the answer to the question of whether women are content with their lot. They have been helped to keep the wolf from the door and probably always will.

Too many adjustments of the Congress must have been easier for Uncle Sam. The Congressional Record, etc., have been adjusted to the demands for less and stepped up services cost the Government just 64 cents.

The stormy scenes marking the adjustment of the Congress, however, have been more than a credit to the Congress. The killing of the tariff bill board was a bitter disappointment to the President.

An extraordinary session of the Congress has been held for April.

There is no doubt that the great military and naval demonstration involving twenty thousand troops and forty armed cruisers will be the most impressive gathering of arms in the history of the world. The military revolution has reached a stage, it appears, where American interests in Mexico need protection. Large through concession from the two great nations have more than $500,000,000 invested in Mexico.